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Sermon for May 27, 2017 

Serving and Seeking 

Isaiah 6:1-8 and John 3:1-17 

The Reverend Roger Pancost 

There are some weeks in which my sermon preparation runs smoothly. Early            
on those weeks I have a clear idea of the theme I will focus on and the illustrations                  
that I will use.  

Other weeks my sermon preparation is an arduous task. Even after spending            
much time with the scriptures it isn’t clear to me what I should focus on. Without a                 
clear vision, I have no idea what stories I might use as illustrations. 

This past week was one of those difficult weeks for me. Because the             
liturgical calendar indicates that today is Trinity Sunday I began the week thinking             
that I would focus on that theological concept. While I started such a sermon a few                
times, it never seemed to flow. And then it occurred to me that the two passages of                 
scripture that we read this morning offer two different sermons. Please don’t panic;             
I won’t speak twice as long today.  

The first sermon this morning has to do with Isaiah. Although Isaiah has             
become one of the most famous prophet in the Jewish and Christian faiths, he              
started out like the rest of us…an ordinary individual. Isaiah is married and has two               
sons when he senses a call from God to speak on God’s behalf. This ordinary               
person rises to the occasion and begins sharing God’s message, even though it puts              
him at odds with the king and all of the people. Despite the opposition, Isaiah               
continues to speak for what he believes is the truth. 

Like Isaiah, ordinary people are called every day to serve God. Some are             
called to assist someone in need. Some are called to take the time to listen to the                 
concerns of another. Some, like Isaiah, are called to speak out against an injustice.              
Every act of kindness and compassion, and every call for justice, no matter how              
small, has a positive effect on the world.  

Sometimes individuals find themselves doing greater things than they ever          
imagined. While there are countless examples of such individuals I am reminded of             
someone who lives just a few miles from here in Auburn, Michigan. In 2012,              
Tamara Klida and her son were preparing for a mission trip that their church was               
making to Nashville, Tennessee. In the midst of these preparations Tamara drove            
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to Saginaw High School to watch a basketball game. Tamara was affected by the              
blight she saw as she drove through East Saginaw.  

Feeling a call from the Holy Spirit to do something about it, Tamara decided              
to organize a mission trip to Saginaw. Inspired by the command to “Love your              
neighbor as yourself,” and the parable of the Good Samaritan, Tamara and her             
daughter Julia developed a project known as One Week-One Street. They           
partnered with Pastor Roy Baldwin who serves a church in that Saginaw            
neighborhood. Like Tamara, Pastor Roy had a similar vision for his church and             
neighborhood. 

For the past number of years hundreds of volunteers have helped to renovate             
numerous homes in that neighborhood. The goal of One Week-One Street is to             
demonstrate God’s love and grace to people in the neighborhood. In doing so the              
project has helped to stabilize the neighborhood and reduce crime and violence. 

Like Isaiah, and like Tamara, every one of us ordinary people can do             
amazing things. We don’t have to travel to another part of the world, nor do we                
have to impact the lives of hundreds of people to do something important.  

And now on to my second sermon: This sermon has to do with the              
individual found in this morning’s second reading. Nicodemus is a Pharisee, which            
means that he is a leader in his community and has great authority over others. It                
also means that he is extremely knowledgeable about the scriptures and has spent             
countless hours in theological discussions with his peers.  

Despite having spent years developing his theological understandings,        
Nicodemus remains open to learning something new. Sensing that Jesus is a            
teacher who has come from God, Nicodemus searches Jesus out. He does so at              
night, fearing that he will be judged by his fellow Pharisees.  

In the shadows of evening Nicodemus engages Jesus in a conversation about            
the kingdom of God. When Jesus speaks about being born from above Nicodemus             
has difficulty comprehending what is being said. Jesus invites Nicodemus to enter            
a deeper relationship with God that goes beyond his intellectual understandings.  

Nicodemus is a wonderful role model for anyone who is on a spiritual             
journey. Like Nicodemus, each one of us has established theological beliefs. Some            
of these beliefs are formed when we are children. As we journey through life we               
are influenced by things other people say, experiences that we have, and            
information that we read. 
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No matter what age we happen to be…there is still more to discover about              
faith and God. Nicodemus, who risks his reputation by talking to Jesus, illustrates             
the importance of asking questions. Faith questions lead to deeper theological           
understandings and spiritual growth. 

Quaker Pastor and speaker, Philip Gulley, likes to remind people of this            
truth when he leads workshops. To make this point he once asked a group of clergy                
at workshop: “Do any of you still believe the exact same thing about God that you                
did when you were a child?” Even though one person said that he did, the rest all                 
answered “no.” 

Philip Gulley went on to talk about the importance of faith exploration,            
saying, “…when you believe God is honored by a spirit of exploration, you begin              
to consider the possibility that God might be far more than we’ve ever imagined or               
even beyond our ability to imagine.” (The Evolution of Faith: How God is Creating a               
Better Christianity, Philip Gulley, Harper One, 2011, p. 41)  

At the conclusion of the workshop some of the participants shared that the             
individual who claimed to hold onto the beliefs of his childhood is the most              
unimaginative person you would ever want to meet. 

Even though Nicodemus doesn’t seem to understand what Jesus is saying           
about being born from above, his encounter with Jesus is life-changing. He can             
never think about his relationship with God in the same way.  

We don’t have the opportunity to speak with Jesus in person, but there are              
ways that we can engage in theological exploration. We can read books by authors              
who challenge us to see faith in a new way. We can attend a Bible Study, or other                  
book discussion, and listen to the thoughts of other people. We can participate in a               
mission project like One Week-One Street that might take us out of our comfort              
level. We can engage in a spiritual practice that helps us to listen to God in a new                  
way. 

The stories of Isaiah and Nicodemus offer us both challenge and           
opportunity. We are challenged to open ourselves to new insights regarding God            
and faith. We are given the opportunity to step out of our comfort zone to learn and                 
to grow.  And so I leave you with these questions: 
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What might God be calling you to do this day? What might God be calling               
us as a church to do? 

What questions of faith do you have this day? How might you explore these              
questions? 

 

 

 

 


